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Abstract: AC (alternating current) system backup protection setting calculation is an important basis for ensuring the safe operation of power grids. With the increasing integration of modular multilevel converter based high voltage direct current (MMC-HVDC) into power grids, it has been a big challenge for the AC system backup protection setting calculation, as the MMC-HVDC lacks the fault self-clearance capability under pole-to-pole faults. This paper focused on the pole-to-pole faults analysis for the AC system backup protection setting calculation. The principles of pole-to-pole faults analysis were discussed first according to the standard of the AC system protection setting calculation. Then, the influence of fault resistance on the fault process was investigated. A simplified analytic approach of pole-to-pole faults in MMC-HVDC for the AC system backup protection setting calculation was proposed. In the proposed approach, the derived expressions of fundamental frequency current are applicable under arbitrary fault resistance. The accuracy of the proposed approach was demonstrated by PSCAD/EMTDC (Power Systems Computer-Aided Design/Electromagnetic Transients including DC) simulations.
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1. Introduction

AC (alternating current) system protection setting calculation is an important basis for ensuring the safe operation of power grids. The backup protection setting calculation, which has to take protection coordination into consideration, is the most complicated and time-consuming part. Studies on backup protection setting calculation have been maturing with the expansion of AC power grids over the last few decades [1–5].

Recently, with increasing carbon dioxide emissions and fossil energy shortages, renewable energy has drawn more attention. As the integration of renewable energy depends on a more efficient, reliable, and flexible electric transmission technology, voltage source converters based on high voltage direct current (VSC-HVDC) have been widely investigated [6–8]. These include two-level and three-level VSC-HVDC, and multi-level modular converter (MMC) HVDC. Compared to the two-level and three-level VSC-HVDC, MMC-HVDC has advantages of lower harmonics and higher modularity [9–11], and is one of the most promising HVDC technologies. Several MMC-HVDC projects are in operation or under planning around the world [12,13].

Under pole-to-pole faults, the AC system feeds the fault current through the anti-parallel diodes of MMC arms even when the MMC is blocked [14–16]. AC circuit breakers are employed to clear
the faults in most of the practical projects, as DC circuit breakers have yet to be widely utilized commercially [16,17]. If a AC circuit breaker malfunctions, the fault needs to be detected and cleared by the upstream protection devices. This kind of fault clearing method in MMC-HVDC has influenced the AC system backup protection setting calculation, to the extent that the impact cannot be ignored, as more MMC-HVDCs with higher capacity and voltage level are being integrated into power grids. However, AC system backup protection setting calculation is usually implemented in the systems that contain massive nodes and operation modes. Simplified analytic approach of faults is preferred for improving the efficiency of the setting calculation, instead of the EMTDC simulation approach [18–20], which is complicated in modeling and computation. Therefore, it is essential to develop a simplified analytic approach of pole-to-pole faults in MMC-HVDC for the AC system backup protection setting calculation.

Bucher et al. [21] developed an analytic approximation of fault current contribution from AC networks to symmetric bipolar MTDC (multi-terminal DC) networks during pole-to-ground faults, which was based on the assumption that three diodes conduct simultaneously after the MMC has been blocked. These kinds of faults are the same as pole-to-pole faults in symmetric monopole. Li, B. et al. [22] carried out the DC fault analysis for a MMC-HVDC system. It was concluded that there was a commutation overlapping phenomenon in the blocked MMC due to the existence of arm reactors, which meant that the number of conducting diodes varied under different fault conditions. Li, C.Y. et al. [23] presented a pole-to-pole fault current calculation method for DC grids on the premise that the MMC was not blocked. He et al. [24] investigated the distance protection of AC grid with HVDC-connected offshore wind generators under AC-side short-circuit faults that are close to points of common coupling (PCCs), and presented an apparent impedance calculation method. Liu et al. [25] developed an adaptive distance relay based on the measurement information on PCCs of MMC-HVDC under AC-side short-circuit faults, which could reduce the adverse impact on the AC line distance relay.

In summary, the recent literature has mainly focused on the DC-side electrical quantities, while the AC-side electrical quantities that the AC system backup protection setting calculation is concerned with, especially those for pole-to-pole faults, are rarely involved.

In this paper, a simplified analytic approach of the pole-to-pole faults in MMC-HVDC for the AC system backup protection setting calculation is proposed. Two concepts, critical resistance and critical state, were defined to clarify the analysis of the fault process. Current loops and boundary conditions of the critical states were determined. Based on the critical states, the linear combination method was employed to derive the expressions of fault current, applicable under arbitrary fault resistance. The MMC-HVDC systems were modeled in PSCAD/EMTDC (Power Systems Computer-Aided Design/Electromagnetic Transients including DC) to validate the accuracy of the proposed approach.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the principles of pole-to-pole fault analysis. Section 3 investigates the influence of fault resistance on pole-to-pole faults. The simplified analytic approach for AC system protection setting calculation is proposed in Section 4. Section 5 shows the validation of the proposed approach. The conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Principles of Pole-to-Pole Fault Analysis

A schematic diagram of pole-to-pole faults in MMC-HVDC is shown in Figure 1. The fault process can be divided into two states. (1) Transient state: When the fault occurs, the DC voltage drops rapidly and the capacitors in the sub-modules discharge, leading arm current to rise. Then, the MMC is blocked after milliseconds [16], and the capacitors are bypassed to prevent the insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) from being damaged by the rising arm current. The blocked MMC is equivalent to a three-phase uncontrolled rectifier, as shown in Figure 2. The arm current $i_n (n = 1, 2, \ldots, 6)$ attenuates as the capacitors are bypassed, leading to the un-periodic conduction of diodes $D_n (n = 1, 2, \ldots, 6)$. The variation of fundamental frequency current shows non-periodicity. (2) Steady state: When the attenuation process of the arm current is finished, the steady state begins. In this state, the diodes
conduct periodically, consequently, the variation of fundamental frequency current shows periodicity. The steady state will last until the AC circuit breaker operates.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Schematic diagram of pole-to-pole faults in MMC-HVDC (multi-modular converter based high voltage direct current).

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Equivalent diagram of blocked MMC (multi-modular converter).

In the pole-to-pole fault process, the duration of the transient state is remarkably shorter than the AC system backup protection setting time [26], which is usually hundreds of milliseconds. The reason is that the capacitors are not fully discharged when the MMC is blocked after milliseconds, and consequently the arm current attenuation process, which corresponds to the discharging of capacitors, only lasts for tens of milliseconds in general. Figure 3 shows the AC current under pole-to-pole faults, where $i_{ac}$ is the AC current, and $I_{p50Hz}$ is the peak value of the fundamental frequency current. It was observed that $I_{p50Hz}$ became constant after about 30 milliseconds, which meant that the transient state had ended.

Moreover, the standard of AC system protection setting calculation [26] stipulates that ignoring the non-periodic component and periodic component attenuation in the AC current is allowable to simplify the setting calculation. Therefore, the principles of pole-to-pole fault analysis for the AC system backup protection setting calculation can be concluded as follows:

1. Only the steady state is considered.
2. Only the fundamental frequency current is considered.

It is worth noting that the RMS (root mean square) component calculation in relays usually requires a half or a full cycle. However, the fundamental frequency current becomes constant after about 30 milliseconds, as aforementioned. Therefore, the time delay due to the RMS calculations in relays does not affect the analysis and can be ignored.
3. Influence of Fault Resistance on Pole-to-Pole Faults

In the steady state, the blocked MMC is also equivalent to a three-phase uncontrolled rectifier, as shown in Figure 4. \(E\) and \(E_{\text{m}(a,b,c)}\) are the AC source voltage and mid-arm voltage, respectively. \(L_s\) is the inductance of the arm reactor. \(R_f\) and \(L_f\) are the resistance and inductance at the DC side, called the fault resistance and fault inductance, respectively. \(i_{\text{dc}}\) and \(i_{\text{ac}}\) are the DC current and AC current, respectively. \(L_i\) is the equivalent inductance of the transformer. To better illustrate the analysis, the AC system was equivalent to a voltage source. It is worth noting that the protection in this paper is the AC system backup protection. That is, if \(B_p\) fails to trip when pole-to-pole fault occurs, the AC circuit breakers \(B_{\text{bk}} (k = 1, \ldots, K)\) will be tripped as the backup protection. Therefore, the measurements used by the backup protection we investigated are at the remote ends of the lines feeding the transformer.

The AC system feeds the fault current through the uncontrolled rectifier continuously. However, this uncontrolled rectifier is different to the conventional uncontrolled rectifier due to the existence of arm reactors [22]. The arm reactors can participate in the power exchange between the AC and DC sides, rendering diodes in both the upper and bottom arms to conduct simultaneously, thus forming the DC circulating current, as the blue dotted line in Figure 4.

Fault resistance plays a significant role in suppressing the DC circulating current, thus influences the fault process. For a given MMC-HVDC system (detailed parameters are given in Table A1 and
the system is used to illustrate the analysis in the following sections), the simulation results of the arm currents under pole-to-pole faults with various fault resistances are shown in Figure 5. It is observed that the commutation overlapping phenomenon [22] of the arm current varies with fault resistance $R_f$. With increasing fault resistance, the DC circulating current decreases until it reaches zero; in such a process, the number of conducting diodes (NOCD) reduces. Classifying the NOCD in Figure 5, the relationship between NOCD and fault resistance is shown in Figure 6, and the following observations could be made:

1. The NOCD decreases as the fault resistance rises.
2. The NOCD remains constant when fault resistance is equal to certain values. Specific values of $R_f$ are adopted here as $0/1.35/8.40/26.90 \ \Omega$ for example. This could vary with different systems and will be discussed in Section 4.
3. The NOCD alternately changes when the fault resistance is between the above certain values.

**Figure 5.** Arm current under pole-to-pole faults with variant fault resistance.

**Figure 6.** Relationship between fault resistance and NOCD (number of conducting diodes).
It should be noted that the NOCD is 2 when fault resistance is hundreds of ohms. However, the fault resistance rarely reaches such high values. Even if it does, the AC current under such fault resistance is extremely small. Therefore, this circumstance is not taken into consideration.

4. Simplified Analytic Approach of Pole-to-Pole Faults

In this section, a simplified analytical approach of pole-to-pole fault is proposed. First, critical resistance and critical state are defined to clarify the fault process. Then, critical states are analyzed including the determination of current loops and boundary conditions, and the derivation of fault current and critical resistance. The approximated expressions of fault current under arbitrary fault resistance are derived by linear combinations based on the critical states. In addition, the application of the expressions in the AC system backup protection setting calculation is recommended.

4.1. Definition of Critical Resistance and Critical State

According to Section 3, the NOCD varies with fault resistance, and may even alternate between some specific values. This complicated characteristic of the fault process makes the derivation of fault current particularly challenging. To clarify the fault process, two definitions are given:

1. Critical resistance: When the NOCD remains constant, the fault resistance is defined as critical resistance. Obviously, there are multiple critical resistances, and they are symbolized as $R_{c1}, R_{c2}, R_{c3}$, and $R_{c4}$, where the corresponding NOCD are 6, 5, 4, and 3, respectively.

2. Critical state: The fault process under critical resistance is defined as the critical state, and the critical states are symbolized as $c1, c2, c3$, and $c4$, where the corresponding fault resistances are $R_{c1}, R_{c2}, R_{c3}$, and $R_{c4}$, respectively.

According to the definitions above, the fault process is in a critical state when the fault resistance is equal to the critical resistance; while it alternates between the two adjacent critical states when the fault resistance is between the corresponding two critical resistances. That is to say, the fault process under arbitrary fault resistance can be regarded as the combination of the adjacent critical states. Therefore, the analysis of fault process under arbitrary fault resistance can be simplified to the analysis of critical states.

4.2. Analysis of Critical States

In this part, the current loops and boundary conditions of critical state are determined as the basis for establishing the analytic equations. Then, the expressions of the fault current and critical resistances for the critical states are derived.

4.2.1. Determination of Current Loops

The current loops of $c1, c2, c3$, and $c4$ are shown in Figure 7. It shows that the DC circulating current, as the solid blue line, varied under different critical states. According to the characteristics of DC circulating current, $c1, c2, c3$, and $c4$ can be denoted as three-phase circulating state, two-phase circulating state, single-phase circulating state, and none-phase circulating state, respectively.

In any critical state, the conducting diodes in each period can be divided into six conducting sets. Each conducting set lasts for 60 degrees. For example, in the single-phase circulating state, the conducting sets are $D_1, D_2, D_3, D_4$ -> $D_2, D_3, D_4, D_5$ -> $D_3, D_4, D_5, D_6$ -> $D_4, D_5, D_6, D_1$ -> $D_5, D_6, D_1, D_2$ -> $D_6, D_1, D_2, D_3$ -> $D_1, D_2, D_3, D_4$ in turn. Although the current loops of different conducting sets vary, the circuit equations in all the conducting sets are similar, as the rectifying process is periodic. Thus, the analysis can be based on one conducting set first, and then establishing the circuit equations. The expressions applicable for the whole period can be subsequently derived.
In the following analysis, the conducting sets \{D_1,D_2,D_3,D_4,D_5\}, \{D_1,D_2,D_3,D_4,D_5\}, \{D_1,D_2,D_3,D_4\} and \{D_1,D_2,D_3\} are selected for the three-phase, two-phase, single-phase, and none-phase circulating states, respectively. Their current loops are shown in Figure 7.

4.2.2. Determination of Boundary Conditions

The diodes turn on and off periodically in the critical states. Therefore, it can be drawn that the initial values of the diode conducting current in the present and the previous conducting sets are the same. For instance, in the single-phase circulating state, the initial value of \(i_1\) in \{D_1,D_2,D_3,D_4\} is the same as the initial value of \(i_2\) in \{D_2,D_3,D_4,D_5\}. The boundary conditions are expressed as follows:

\[
i_{n-1}(\varphi) = i_n(\varphi + 60^\circ)
\]  

where \(\varphi\) is the initial conducting angle.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(a) Three-phase circulating state} & \quad \text{(b) Two-phase circulating state} \\
\text{(c) Single-phase circulating state} & \quad \text{(d) None-phase circulating state}
\end{align*}\]

**Figure 7.** Current loops of critical states.

In addition, it is well known that the diode follows the laws below: (1) turn on under forward voltage; and (2) turn off under reverse current. These laws are also chosen as the boundary conditions and expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
v_n|_{on} & \geq 0 \\
v_n|_{off} & = 0
\end{align*}
\]

where \(v_n\) is the voltage of diodes \(D_n\)

4.2.3. Derivation of Fault Current and Critical Resistance

Since the current loops and boundary conditions were determined, the current differential equations of critical states are established in Equation (4) regardless of the fault inductance.
\[ A_{N \times N} \begin{bmatrix} \frac{di_1}{dt} \\ \vdots \\ \frac{di_N}{dt} \end{bmatrix} + B_{N \times N} \begin{bmatrix} i_1 \\ \vdots \\ i_N \end{bmatrix} = C_{N \times 3} \begin{bmatrix} E_{ma} \\ E_{mb} \\ E_{mc} \end{bmatrix} \] (4)

where \( A, B, \) and \( C \) are the coefficient matrices of differential current, arm current, and mid-arm voltage, respectively.

The boundary condition equations are:

\[
\begin{align*}
&v_n = E_{mL-L}(\varphi) - L_s \frac{di_{u-2}}{dt} \bigg|_{\omega t = \varphi} = 0 \\
&\quad \quad \begin{cases} 
&i_n(\varphi) = 0 \\
&i_n(\varphi + 60^\circ) = i_{n-1}(\varphi) \\
&\vdots \\
&i_2(\varphi + 60^\circ) = i_1(\varphi) \\
&i_1(\varphi + 60^\circ) = 0
\end{cases} \\
&\quad \quad \begin{cases} 
&i_4(\varphi) = 0 \\
&i_4(\varphi + 60^\circ) = i_3(\varphi) \\
&i_3(\varphi + 60^\circ) = i_2(\varphi) \\
&i_2(\varphi + 60^\circ) = i_1(\varphi) \\
&i_1(\varphi + 60^\circ) = 0
\end{cases} 
\end{align*}
\] (5)

where \( E_{mL-L} \) is the line-to-line voltage of the mid-arm.

For instance, the current differential equations of the single-phase circulating state are as follows:

\[
A_{4 \times 4} \begin{bmatrix} \frac{di_1}{dt} \\ \frac{di_2}{dt} \\ \frac{di_3}{dt} \\ \frac{di_4}{dt} \end{bmatrix} + B_{4 \times 4} \begin{bmatrix} i_1 \\ i_2 \\ i_3 \\ i_4 \end{bmatrix} = C_{4 \times 3} \begin{bmatrix} E_{ma} \\ E_{mb} \\ E_{mc} \end{bmatrix} \] (7)

where:

\[
A_{4 \times 4} = \begin{bmatrix} L_s & 0 & -L_s & 0 \\
L_s & L_s & 0 & 0 \\
L_s & 0 & 0 & L_s \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(8)

\[
B_{4 \times 4} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
R_f & 0 & R_f & 0 \\
R_f & 0 & R_f & 0 \\
1 & -1 & 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(9)

\[
C_{4 \times 4} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & -1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(10)

The boundary condition equations are:

\[
\begin{align*}
&v_4 = E_{mac}(\varphi) - L_s \frac{di_2}{dt} \bigg|_{\omega t = \varphi} = 0 \\
&\quad \quad \begin{cases} 
&i_4(\varphi) = 0 \\
&i_4(\varphi + 60^\circ) = i_3(\varphi) \\
&i_3(\varphi + 60^\circ) = i_2(\varphi) \\
&i_2(\varphi + 60^\circ) = i_1(\varphi) \\
&i_1(\varphi + 60^\circ) = 0
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\] (11)

where \( E_{mac}(\varphi) \) is the line-to-line mid-arm voltage of phase A to phase C.
It is worth noting that Equations (4)–(6) do not involve the AC system parameters. However, the impact of the AC system on the fault process has already been taken into consideration, as it is reflected in the magnitude and phase of $E_{m_{L-1}}$. In addition, the boundary condition equations of three-phase circulating state are not included in Equation (5), as the diodes in this state always stay in conduction.

Combing Equations (4)–(6), and the critical resistance $R_c$ and arm current $i_n$ are yielded as:

$$R_c = f(L_s)$$  \hspace{2cm} (13)

$$i_n = g(L_s, R_f)$$  \hspace{2cm} (14)

Equation (13) indicates that the critical resistance $R_c$ is related to the arm reactor $L_s$ and demonstrates that the DC circulating current, which forms due to the existence of arm reactors, varies in different critical states.

The AC current $i_{ac}$ is correlated with the arm current $i_n$. Figure 8 shows the comparison between AC current $i_{ac}$ and arm current $i_n$, and the fundamental frequency harmonics component analysis of $i_{ac}$. It illustrates that: (1) the peak value and phase of $i_{ac}$ and $i_n$ are the same, regardless of whether the DC circulating current exists; and (2) the harmonic component of $i_{ac}$ is negligible. Thus, the peak value and phase of fundamental frequency current are considered to be the same as the arm current $i_n$ regardless of the harmonic component.

![Figure 8](image.png)

**Figure 8.** Relationship between the AC current and arm current. (a) Exist circulating current; (b) No circulating current.

With the conclusion above, the fundamental frequency current can be obtained by the arm current $i_n$, and further simplified as Equation (15) (an example is listed in Appendix B).

$$i_{ac} = \frac{\sqrt{2}E_m}{\sqrt{R_{eq}^2 + X_{eq}^2}} \sin(\omega t - \alpha)$$  \hspace{2cm} (15)

where $R_{eq}$ and $X_{eq}$ are the equivalent resistance and reactance, respectively. $\alpha$ is the phase lag of $i_{ac}$ to $E_m$. 

Since the mid-arm voltage $E_m$ is unknown while the AC source voltage $E$ is already known, Equation (15) is rewritten as Equation (16). The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 9, where $X_t$ is the reactance of the transformer, and $\beta$ is the phase lag of $i_{ac}$ to $E$.

$$i_{ac} = \frac{\sqrt{2}E}{\sqrt{R_{eq}^2 + (X_t + X_{eq})^2}} \sin(\omega t - \beta) \quad (16)$$

The RMS current is as follows:

$$I_{ac} = \frac{E}{\sqrt{R_{eq}^2 + (X_t + X_{eq})^2}} \quad (17)$$

In addition, the DC current is derived as follows:

$$I_{dc} = \frac{3}{\pi} \int_{\phi}^{\phi+60^\circ} i_{dc} d\omega t \quad (18)$$

where $i_{dc}$ is the DC current. For instance, $i_{dc} = i_2 + i_4$ can be derived in the single-phase circulating state.

**Figure 9.** Equivalent circuit and vector diagram. (a) Equivalent circuit; (b) Vector.

4.3. Analysis of Fault Process under Arbitrary Fault Resistance

The expressions of the fault current for critical states were derived in the previous section. As aforementioned, the fault process under arbitrary fault resistance can be regarded as a combination of adjacent critical states. The question of how to combine the two corresponding critical states when the fault resistance is between two adjacent critical resistances to obtain the expressions of fault current under arbitrary fault resistance is investigated in this section.

For any given fault resistance $R_f$, with the adjacent critical resistances of $R_{ci}$ and $R_{ci+1}$, its corresponding expressions of fault current for adjacent critical states are $I_{ac/dc,j}(R_{ci})$ and $I_{ac/dc,j+1}(R_{ci+1})$. Substituting $R_f$ into $I_{ac/dc,j}(R_{ci})$ and $I_{ac/dc,j+1}(R_{ci+1})$, the two calculation results $I_{ac/dc,j}(R_f)$ and $I_{ac/dc,j+1}(R_f)$ are obtained and drawn as squares in the resistance–current graph. The simulation results $I_{ac/dc}(R_f)$ under fault resistance $R_f$ are drawn as asterisks in the same graph and compared with the calculation results. Eight given fault resistances $R_f (f = 1, \ldots, 8)$ are selected and the comparison is shown in Figure 10. $I_{ac/dc,(1,2,3)}(R_f)$ is the fundamental frequency current or DC current calculation result obtained by the expressions for three-phase, two-phase, single-phase, and none-phase circulating states, respectively.
It is observed that: (1) When $R_f = [R_{ci}, R_{ci+1}]$, the simulation result is always within the calculation results obtained by the expressions for two adjacent critical states, that is, these two calculation results are the upper and lower limit of the simulation result, respectively. Moreover, the simulation results are close to the line that connected these two calculation results. (2) When $R_f \geq R_{c4}$, the calculation result is almost the same as the simulation result, since the NOCD was always 3.

According to the above observation, the linear combination technique is employed to derive the approximate expressions of fault current for the fault process under arbitrary fault resistance, which is based on the expressions for critical states.

1. $R_f = [R_{ci}, R_{ci+1}]$ ($i = 1, 2, 3$)

\[
I_{ac} = \frac{R_f - R_{ci}}{R_{ci+1} - R_{ci}} I_{ac,i+1}(R_f) + \frac{R_{ci+1} - R_f}{R_{ci+1} - R_{ci}} I_{ac,i}(R_f) \tag{19}
\]

\[
I_{dc} = \frac{R_f - R_{ci}}{R_{ci+1} - R_{ci}} I_{dc,i+1}(R_f) + \frac{R_{ci+1} - R_f}{R_{ci+1} - R_{ci}} I_{dc,i}(R_f) \tag{20}
\]

2. $R_f \geq R_{c4}$

\[
I_{ac} = I_{ac,4}(R_f) \tag{21}
\]

\[
I_{dc} = I_{dc,4}(R_f) \tag{22}
\]
To meet the requirements of the selectivity and sensitivity of AC system backup protections in all reasonable cases, the setting calculation is usually based on the most severe conditions. From the selectivity point of view, the most severe condition corresponds to the highest fault current under $R_f = 0$. This is the three-phase circulating state and the fault current can be calculated precisely. From the sensitivity point of view, the most severe condition corresponds to the lowest fault current under the largest $R_f$, when the fault occurs at the remote ends of the DC line. If the largest $R_f$ is between two adjacent critical resistances, the expression of the critical state corresponding to the lower limit of the simulation result could be applied in the setting calculation. If a more precise result is needed, the approximated Equations (19) and (21) could be applied in the setting calculation.

5. Validations

5.1. MMC-HVDC System

To validate the feasibility of the proposed approach in different systems, it was applied in two MMC-HVDC systems, and the detailed parameters are given in Appendix A. Pole-to-pole faults in different locations were set in this system. The calculation results of the proposed approach were compared with those of the PSCAD/EMTDC simulations in the following.

5.2. Validations of the Proposed Approach

The results of the critical resistance are given in Table 1, which shows that the calculation results were similar to the simulation results, and the calculation errors were within 5%. With the critical resistances obtained, the fundamental frequency current $I_{ac}$ (RMS value) and DC current $I_{dc}$ were calculated and are given in Table 2. Compared to the simulation results, the errors of the calculation results were within 10%, while, in most of the conditions, the errors were below 5%.

The errors were mainly due to two factors: (1) the fault process had non-linear characteristics, so the method of linear combination resulted in a small amount of error; and (2) the harmonic component was ignored when calculating the fundamental frequency current.

The comparison of the calculated AC currents and simulated ones showed that the calculation errors of the fundamental current by the proposed approach were within 10%. The 10% error was acceptable, as the same level of measurement errors of the current transformer (CT) applied in protection measurements are regarded as acceptable in protection setting calculations [27]. To avoid relay overtripping or failure, the sensitivity factor could be modified according to the error level.

In addition, since the planning of MMC-HVDC projects requires many time-consuming transient simulations in general, the DC current calculated by the proposed approach could be employed as a fast preliminary calculation for the reference of planning MMC-HVDC projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical Resistance</th>
<th>$L_s = 30 \text{ mH}$</th>
<th>$L_s = 50 \text{ mH}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{c1}/\Omega$</td>
<td>Calculation</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{c2}/\Omega$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{c3}/\Omega$</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{c4}/\Omega$</td>
<td>16.32</td>
<td>16.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between calculation results and simulation results of critical resistance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inductance/mH</th>
<th>Fault Resistance/Ω</th>
<th>( I_{ac}/kA )</th>
<th>( I_{dc}/kA )</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16.84</td>
<td>16.83</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>35.72</td>
<td>35.69</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>16.29</td>
<td>16.48</td>
<td>−1.2%</td>
<td>33.14</td>
<td>31.91</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>−1.4%</td>
<td>31.38</td>
<td>30.46</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>15.24</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>24.44</td>
<td>22.82</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>13.76</td>
<td>13.28</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>20.57</td>
<td>19.16</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>11.51</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>−1.3%</td>
<td>16.27</td>
<td>15.95</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.32</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>23.54</td>
<td>23.53</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>−1.2%</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>21.31</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>−1.5%</td>
<td>20.59</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>13.29</td>
<td>12.34</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a simplified analytic approach of pole-to-pole faults in MMC-HVDC for the AC system backup protection setting calculation. According to the standard AC system protection setting calculation, the principles of pole-to-pole faults analysis were investigated. The influence of fault resistance on pole-to-pole faults was discussed. Critical resistance and critical states were defined. The current loops and boundary conditions of critical states were determined, and the expressions of fault current under critical states were derived. The approximated expressions of fault current for the fault process under arbitrary fault resistance were derived by the method of linear combination. Finally, the proposed approach was verified by PSCAD/EMTDC simulations. The conclusions are as follows:

- The calculation errors of the fault current by the proposed approach were within 10%, which is acceptable for the AC system backup protection setting calculation. In addition, the proposed approach could provide a fast, preliminary calculation for the reference of planning MMC-HVDC projects.
- The arm reactor plays a significant role in the formation of the DC circulating current, and the fault process is influenced by the fault resistance. The concept of critical resistance and critical state were defined, and the fault process can be regarded as a combination of critical states.
- The expressions of fault current for critical states, and the approximated expressions of fault current for fault processes under arbitrary fault resistance were derived. When the fault resistance is between two adjacent critical resistances, the results calculated by the expressions for corresponding critical states are the upper and lower limits of the simulation results.
- For the faults with arbitrary fault resistance, the expressions of fault currents for the adjacent critical states could be applied in the AC system backup protection settings calculation, depending on requirements of selectivity or sensitivity. If a more precise result is needed, the approximated expressions, a linear combination of the expressions for the critical states, could be applied in the setting calculation.
- The simplified analytic approach of pole-to-pole faults in two-level and three-level VSC-HVDCs for AC system backup protection will be investigated in our future work, since the two-level and three-level VSCs are also not capable of clearing the pole-to-pole fault by blocking the converter.
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### Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC System Line-to-Line Voltage/kV</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>DC Bus Voltage/kV</td>
<td>±320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer Inductance/mH</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>Active Power/MW</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm Reactor/mH</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Reactive Power/MVar</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Line Resistance Ω/km</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>Numbers of Sub-module</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Line Inductance mH/km</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>Sub-module Capacitor/μF</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A2. Parameters of MMC-HVDC system #2.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC System Line-to-Line Voltage/kV</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>DC Bus Voltage/kV</td>
<td>±320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer Inductance/mH</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>Active Power/MW</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm Reactor/mH</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Reactive Power/MVar</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Line Resistance Ω/km</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>Numbers of Sub-module</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Line Inductance mH/km</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>Sub-module Capacitor/μF</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix B

Fault current calculation, single-phase circulating state. Solving Equation (7), the general solution of $i_1$–$i_4$ are as follows:

\[
i_1 = -\frac{\sqrt{6}E_m}{2\alpha L_s} \cos(\omega t + 30\degree + \phi) - \frac{\sqrt{6}E_m}{4\sqrt{R_f^2 + (\alpha L_s)^2}} \cos(\omega t + \phi - \gamma) + \frac{1}{2} C_1 e^{-\frac{R_f}{L_s} t} + C_2 \tag{A1}
\]

\[
i_2 = -\frac{\sqrt{6}E_m}{2\alpha L_s} \cos(\omega t + 30\degree + \phi) - \frac{\sqrt{6}E_m R_f}{2\alpha L_s \sqrt{R_f^2 + (\alpha L_s)^2}} \sin(\omega t + \phi - \gamma) - \frac{3\sqrt{6}E_m}{4\sqrt{R_f^2 + (\alpha L_s)^2}} \cos(\omega t + \phi - \gamma) + \frac{1}{2} C_1 e^{-\frac{R_f}{L_s} t} - C_3 \tag{A2}
\]

\[
i_3 = \frac{\sqrt{6}E_m}{2\alpha L_s} \cos(\omega t + 30\degree + \phi) - \frac{\sqrt{6}E_m}{4\sqrt{R_f^2 + (\alpha L_s)^2}} \cos(\omega t + \phi - \gamma) + \frac{1}{2} C_1 e^{-\frac{R_f}{L_s} t} - C_2 \tag{A3}
\]

\[
i_4 = \frac{\sqrt{6}E_m}{2\alpha L_s} \cos(\omega t + 30\degree + \phi) + \frac{3\sqrt{6}E_m}{4\sqrt{R_f^2 + (\alpha L_s)^2}} \cos(\omega t + \phi - \gamma) + \frac{\sqrt{6}E_m R_f}{2\alpha L_s \sqrt{R_f^2 + (\alpha L_s)^2}} \sin(\omega t + \phi - \gamma) - \frac{1}{2} C_1 e^{-\frac{R_f}{L_s} t} + C_3 \tag{A4}
\]

where $C_1$, $C_2$, and $C_3$ are constants; $\phi$ is the conducting angle; and $\gamma = \arctan\left(\frac{\omega L_s}{R_f}\right)$.

Combining the boundary conditions (Equations (11) and (12)), the critical resistance is yielded. The special solutions of $i_1$–$i_4$ are also obtained. In the conducting set $\{D_1, D_2, D_3, D_4\}$, current $i_2$ has reached its peak value. Thus, the peak value and phase of $i_{ac}$ is obtained, and is rewritten to form Equation (15).
It is assumed that $E_{l-l} = 370$ kV, $L_a = 30$ mH, $L_t = 25.4$ mH, and $R_l = R_{c3}$. The mid-arm voltage is set to $E_m = E_m \angle 0^\circ$. The results are as follows (phase A):

$$i_{ac} = 19.40 \sin \left( \omega t - 69.7^\circ \right) \text{kA} \quad (A5)$$

$$R_{c3} = 4.96 \Omega \quad (A6)$$

The fundamental frequency current (RMS) and DC current are:

$$I_{ac} = 13.76 \text{kA} \quad (A7)$$

$$I_{dc} = 20.57 \text{kA} \quad (A8)$$
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